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Salinity has been a problem in this
area for many years, and shows
first with rising water tables on

low ground.  About 14 years ago
groundwater pumping looked promising
as a solution for us, but wasn’t the
whole answer. Two pumps are still
working and we pipe water 2 kilometres
to a nearby lake for disposal and use it
for yabby ponds, but other tools were
also needed.

About 10 years ago I began to look at
trees to use extra water before it reached the
groundwater. I’m not one to rush into
things and I don’t like doing things twice.
Doing anything differently needs a
management change, and I needed to feel
confident that it would work.

Commercial tree crops for this area are
limited. After a lot of thought, we planted
92 hectares of maritime pines with the
Department of Conservation and Land

Management, now the Forest Products
Commission (FPC) in July 1999. They
manage the trees under a sharefarming
agreement, so it allows me to concentrate
on managing the rest of the farm.

The pines are in three separate blocks on
sandy country above the salt flats where
they reduce recharge. FPC bears all the
costs of establishment and if it failed
completely it wouldn’t have cost me
anything.

Currently we have about 520 ha of saline

land, growing as the groundwater rises.
Another metre or two and the area will
double. The saltland has a feed value of
only 10 per cent of the good land, so we
needed to find some alternative uses for it. 

FPC staff come from Katanning every few
weeks to check on progress and are
managing the rabbits, parrots and other
predators.  Maritime pine grows well on
little rainfall, and received a little fertiliser
at first but nothing since. Estimates are that
growing  on  sand – not  the good cropping

Managed forest eases
salinity stress

Case study: Greg, Glenys and Ben Ball, ‘Fernihurst’
Location: Wagin, Western Australia
Property size: 4200 ha
Rainfall average: 425 mm (but only 60 per cent in

last four years)
Soil type: Sandy gravel duplex
Enterprise: cropping, sheep, yabbies

Photos: Georgina WilsonGreg Ball and maritime pine, grown to reduce recharge to water tables and provide income.



country – they should yield about $60 to
$70 ha/year, compared with $30 to $40
from crop. The stands should be thinned to
50 pc after 10 to 15 years when the trunks
reach fence-post size, and final harvest will
be after about 25 years. We need to plant
more – maybe another 100 ha on low
cropping soils – if we can be confident it
will rain again.

Because sandalwood grows naturally
around here, we have also tried 19 ha of
sandalwood, but this is proving much
slower to establish.  First, you need a host
plant such as jam (Acacia acuminata) or A.
saligna, and plant the sandalwood beside it
a year later. Because of the waterlogging
fears they were planted on mounds, but the

last few dry years have caused very poor
germination, and they might have done
better in trenches. We have already
replanted once but many sites will have to
be replanted again this year.

But once sandalwood is established, the
prospects are good for harvesting seed in
about four to five years, branches in eight
to 10 years and then the full tree after 20
years. Prices for sandalwood are high and
we could expect $150 ha/year if all goes
well.

If we have an average to above-average
rainfall year in 2003 we will expand the
tree plantings and the yabbie ponds, to try
and reduce water tables. Trees don’t
compete with normal cropping system but

help get a sustainable return from a
shrinking asset base.

Piezometers show that the water table has
risen 3 m in 12 to 14 years. It will keep on
rising and these flats could all go salty in
time. I think our efforts will be significant
enough to change the final outcome, but
don’t know. We could lose another 200 to
300 ha before equilibrium is reached.
• Greg Ball spoke with Georgina Wilson,
NDSP Communication Co-ordinator (WA).
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CONTACT:
■ Greg Ball, Ph (08) 9861 1360 

E-mail greg@treko.net.au

Key points
■ Groundwater pumping was not

sufficient so additional salinity
management is being tried 

■ Tree sharefarming arrangements
with the Forest Products
Commission remove management
hassles for the land owner

■ Tree harvest is some years away,
but whole farm output is reduced
very little because only poorer
soils are used 

Maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) is one of
the main species identified in the Western
Australian Government’s Action Plan for
tree farming. 

This is a framework for co-ordinated
action to integrate tree crops on farms
within identified ‘cells’ to enable sustainable
development of regional timber processing
industries and deliver significant
environmental services. 

Through a commercial sharefarm
agreement between the farmer and the
Forest Products Commission and/or
investor, farmers receive an up-front
payment for cleared, fenced land suitable
for trees. A new commercial package offers
increased up-front payments and more
flexibility to combine trees with normal
farming.

Maritime pine is well suited to lower
rainfall zones and better suited to poorer
soils than the more familiar P. radiata. The

main species promoted in the medium (400
millimetres plus) rainfall zones are
maritime pine, eucalypts for sawlogs and
sandalwood. 

The maritime pines on Greg Ball ’s
property were established by the Forest
Products Commission and funded by BP
Kwinana as part of its contribution to the
salinity strategy and sequestration of carbon
dioxide. Under the BP arrangement farmers
can also have 10 per cent of contracted land
planted with native landcare species such as
sandalwood, York gum, wandoo, black
wattle and swamp oak.

After contributing land, the owner can
leave the Commission to do everything else
– preparing it, supplying and planting
seedlings, controlling weeds and insects
during the crucial first two years, managing
and monitoring growing trees, thinning,
arranging final harvest and haulage and
marketing the timber. Farmers have

opportunity to perform some establishment
and tending operations at contractor rates.

As well as initial payments farmers will
share harvest profits and have the option of
revenue from carbon credits. The trees, in
turn, help control salinity and waterlogging
through lowering water tables, control wind
erosion and provide shade and shelter for
stock.

Since 1995 about 16,000 ha has been
planted under sharefarming agreements and
25,000 ha in State Forests. In the Albany-
Katanning-Mount Barker area farmers,
including Greg Ball, have planted 4,000 ha.

CONTACT:
■ John Kaye, Manager Sharefarms 

Ph (08) 9734 1688 
E-mail johnk@fpc.wa.gov.au

Future bright for maritime pines

Six yabbie ponds use some groundwater and yield about 200 kilograms of
yabbies each year.




